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INTRODUCTION

ORDER
RESTORED
Who doesn’t love the spring? George
Osborne perhaps, as his latest
announcements were (once again)
dubbed an ‘Omnishambles’ Budget
in the Press – this time, his U-turns
on Personal Independence Payments
for the disabled sparked not just
the resignation of a senior Cabinet
minister, but also a subsequent
government climb-down, and loud
rumblings from even the Conservative
back benches.
What a tangled web he weaves!
And yet, the red-faced Chancellor
did manage to redeem himself with
some good news for savers, with
the introduction of the Lifetime ISA
[VOLSW[OVZL\UKLYZH]LÅL_PIS`
for the long term. This represents a
real opportunity for younger people
to save and will enable parents and
grandparents to gift money that can
help with inter-generational planning.
These are the little things that
make ‘wealth management’ such
an important process. At Willson
Grange, we take a holistic view of
`V\YÄUHUJLZ¶YL]PL^PUN`V\YV^U
personal situation at regular intervals,
taking your current needs into account
and planning for future eventualities.
It’s a continual process that adapts
to every stage of your life journey,
restoring order and smoothing over
those inevitable bumps in the road.

ISSUE 6:

NO LOOKING BACK

Aspire isn’t
just about
money.
It’s about
family. It’s
about life

Welcome to Spring Aspire. What a winter we’ve had!
Floods and storms brought despair and destruction in
equal measure for so many people across Britain. We
hope you didn’t fall victim to the rising waters, or, if you
did, that you didn’t sustain too much damage. Perhaps
now we can all look forward to some sunshine therapy.
But first, we’ve got to ask – how prepared were you for
the Spring Budget? If, like us, you were bracing yourself
for twists and turns to the pension tax relief saga, you
can breathe again. While more revolutionary changes
were widely anticipated, the Chancellor felt the time
wasn’t right. But don’t feel too relieved… the planned
reduction in the Lifetime Allowance to £1 million and
the introduction of the Tapered Annual Allowance for
those with ‘adjusted income’ over £150,000 will proceed
as previously announced. Nothing’s ever simple, but we
can explain (see ‘Highs and Lows’, page 9).
The new Lifetime ISA, introduced as an additional
savings vehicle for house purchase or retirement, is also
a good thing, as it will help Britain’s younger savers
(‘Young and Fresh’, page 4). And even Jamie Oliver was
taken aback by the introduction of the tax on sugary
drinks – but not before time. Obesity and its related
diseases are huge issues for our times. You can read
more on our Health Wealth pages later on in this issue.
Stuart Willson, CEO, Willson Grange Limited
Chartered Financial Planners
3-4 The Quadrant, Hoylake
Wirral CH47 2EE
0151 632 7100

What makes Willson Grange Limited
(Chartered Financial Planners) different?
6\Y-PUHUJPHS7SHUULYZHYLOPNOS`X\HSPÄLK^P[OTVYL[OHU
150 years of combined experience

>LHYLHMHTPS`Y\UI\ZPULZZ>LILSPL]LPUVɈLYPUNZLY]PJLZ
and advice that are both transparent and fair

>LWYV]PKL-PUHUJPHS7SHUUPUN[OH[PZ\UPX\LS`WLYZVUHSHUK
tailored to the individual

>LHYLHISL[VYLMLYV\YJSPLU[Z[VZVSPJP[VYZHUKHJJV\U[HU[Z
whose services are separate to and distinct from those
offered by Willson Grange or St. James’s Place

>LHYLZ\WWVY[LKI`HMYPLUKS`HUKLMMPJPLU[HKTPUPZ[YH[P]L
team who provide a first-class service, while always putting
you at your ease
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;OYV\NOMHJL[VMHJLJVU[HJ[^LWSHJLNYLH[PTWVY[HUJLVU
building trusted and lasting relationships with every client

www.wgcfp.co.uk
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FINANCE IN FOCUS

T

here was much speculation
that the Chancellor would
unveil a radical new system
for pensions in his 2016
Spring Budget. The socalled ‘Pension ISA’, which would see
pension contributions made from
taxed income and withdrawals taxfree, had according to some sources
been a frontrunner among a range of
other ambitious proposals.
But less than a fortnight before
the Budget speech, the Treasury was
in full-retreat mode. An ‘ally’ of Mr
Osborne had reportedly said he had
“concluded that now isn’t the right
time, with uncertainty in the global
economy and reforms such as autoenrolment still bedding in, to turn
things on their head.”
So it seemed the spectre of more
major pension upheaval, in this
Budget at least, had disappeared
before the Chancellor rose to his
feet. However, despite the apparent
retreat on the Pension ISA idea, he did
announce something patently similar
in the form of a new Lifetime ISA for
the under-40s, starting in April 2017.

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
Under the new scheme, an eligible
individual will be able to contribute
up to £4,000 a year into a Lifetime ISA
and receive a 25% government bonus
on their savings; anyone who saves
the maximum in a year will receive
a £1,000 top up. The savings can be
accessed from the age of 60 to help
fund retirement, with all withdrawals
tax-free. There’s also flexibility to
use the money before the age of 60
to help purchase a first home. If the
investment is withdrawn for any
other purpose however, the 25%
government bonus would be lost and
a 5% charge would be levied on the
amount withdrawn.
Critics of the new Lifetime ISA
point out that investors will need
to trust that future governments
continue to honour the promise of
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YOUNG
& FRESH

Younger savers received a boost in the Spring Budget.
So is the new Lifetime ISA the shape of things to come
for retirement planning?
paying a 25% bonus at the end of the
term of the investment; some also
suggest that it risks undermining
auto-enrolment – the governmentbacked workplace pension scheme.
The argument is that some under40s may opt out of pension saving
in preference of the newer, simpler
Lifetime ISA.
“I would urge employees
not to see the Lifetime ISA as a
replacement for pension saving,”
says Ian Price, Divisional Director at
St. James’s Place.
“Anyone who has a workplace
pension is already benefiting from a
government ‘bonus’ in the form of
tax relief at their highest marginal
rate [20%, 40% or 45%] assuming
that anything over the basic rate of
tax is reclaimed via the individual’s
tax return, a contribution from their
employer, and a tax-free lump sum
available after they reach 55,” he
continues.
But Price is pleased that the
Chancellor has made attempts to
improve the prospects for the selfemployed and first-time buyers.
“The self-employed don’t benefit
from an employer contribution, so
the Lifetime ISA will go some way to

incentivising retirement saving for
them. The Lifetime ISA will also make
sense for first-time buyers who are
saving for a deposit,” he observes.
But this Budget provided some big
clues that the ISA model could be
the future for incentivising people to
save for a variety of life stages. “The
big selling point of an ISA is that
it’s simple,” says Price. As such, he
suggests the Lifetime ISA could be the
sign of things to come.
“There has been no formal
response to the consultation on
pension tax relief yet, so we could still
see pensions change dramatically.
By introducing the Lifetime ISA,
the Chancellor could be laying the
groundwork for the Pension ISA, so
I wouldn’t be surprised if we see it
introduced eventually at some point
in the future.”

The Lifetime
ISA will also
make sense
for first-time
buyers who
are saving for
a deposit

The value of an investment with St. James’s
Place will be directly linked to the
performance of the funds you select and the
value can therefore go down as well as up.
You may get back less than you invested.
The levels and bases of taxation, and
reliefs from taxation, can change at any
time. The value of any tax relief depends on
individual circumstances.

www.wgcfp.co.uk

IN THE KNOW

CLEAR
PERSPECTIVE
Another year, another Spring Budget…
and there was plenty of drama, with yet
more timely U-turns and the inevitable
political manoeuvring. So it was as good
a spectacle as ever. But what were the
real gains (or losses)? Willson Grange
Investments Manager Chris Morris gives
his clear-eyed view

A

s with most Budgets
these days, says Chris,
this one was politically
focused with the
Chancellor keeping one eye on both
the upcoming European Union
referendum and his own leadership
aspirations – albeit with little success.
The economic data was largely
disappointing with the Office for
Budget Responsibility revising down
its growth forecast to 2% for 2016
from the 2.4% made as recently as
last November, and revising upwards
debt as a share of gross domestic
product in each of the next five years.
Still, the country is still forecast to be
running a surplus by 2019/20, falling
conveniently just around the time of
the next General Election.
In an attempt to improve
the backdrop for business, and
with it the economic position,
Osborne announced a further
cut in corporation tax to 17% in
2020, benefiting over one million
businesses – the main rate of 20% is
already the lowest in the G20.
He also announced that from
April 2017, small businesses that
occupy property with a rateable
value of £12,000 or less will pay no
business rates. These new measures
seek to neutralise the introduction
of the national living wage from this

www.wgcfp.co.uk

April and the apprenticeship levy
next, both of which could hit the
services sector, the main driver of the
economy, hard.
For savers, investors and taxpayers,
there were several noteworthy areas
of interest, with most attention
being given in the days following
the Budget to the Lifetime Individual
Savings Account (ISA), coming
in from April 2017 along with an
increased ISA allowance of £20,000.
Any adult under 40 will be able to
invest up to £4,000 each year in
the Lifetime ISA and enjoy a 25%
government bonus, subject to
restrictions (the funds must be
used for a first-time home purchase
or for retirement purposes at age 60
or later).
Taxpayers also felt improvements
with the personal allowance set to
increase further to £11,500 from
April 2017 and the point at which
higher rate tax bites to £45,000 – it’s
interesting to note that as recently
as 2010/11 the personal allowance
was only £6,475 representing a
78% increase in tax-free income in
seven years. Capital gains tax (CGT)
reductions are also imminent (April
2016) with the higher rate falling to
20% (from 28%) and the basic rate to
10% (from 18%).
For anyone affected by the changes,

While the
new Lifetime
ISA is clearly
attractive,
especially for
basic rate
taxpayers, it
shouldn’t be
considered
as a
replacement
for pensions

it’s important to seek professional
advice and ensure inertia doesn’t
creep into your financial planning off
the back of the high-profile headlines.
While the new Lifetime ISA is clearly
attractive, especially for basic rate
taxpayers, it shouldn’t be considered
as a replacement for pensions.
This Budget will largely be
remembered for those areas NOT
impacted, namely pension tax
relief and salary sacrifice, both of
which continue to ensure pensions
remain extremely attractive – for
higher/additional rate tax relief,
and avoidance of tax and national
insurance contributions via salary
sacrifice. And from a Capital Gains
Tax perspective, while the temptation
is to wait and crystallise gains postApril, it’s important to maximise the
annual exemption, which operates on
a ‘use it or lose it’ principle.
Equally important for buy-to-let
investors, who have suffered more
than most over the past few years,
is that an 8% surcharge will apply to
taxable gains on residential property,
negating the rate reduction. As
always, our advisers are here to help.
The levels and bases of taxation, and
reliefs from taxation, can change at any
time, and are dependent upon individual
circumstances.
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COCKTAIL SOLUTIONS

MIX

it up
Annuities and drawdown…
a sophisticated blend

C

hoosing how we take
our pension is far from
easy. We’re all faced
with an assortment
of risks to our hardearned ‘pot’ – inflation, longevity,
fluctuating share prices, interest rates
and changing health. Sadly, there’s
no single solution that effectively
manages all of these, and addressing
one risk often counters efforts to
combat another.
Annuities, for instance, are really
the best (only!) way to protect against
longevity – income is guaranteed
regardless of how long you live. But as
income from an annuity is inflexible,
and calculated at a single point in
time, it doesn’t allow for changing
circumstances. Plus, if you choose an
annuity that provides a level income,
there’s then a danger that inflation
will eat away at your spending power,
to a point where your future income
might not meet your chosen standard
of living.
Drawdown, on the other hand,
aims to mitigate those shortcomings
by allowing access to an unrestricted
income and maintaining exposure
to financial markets. Clearly, anyone
choosing drawdown has to be
comfortable with the risk of future
investment returns being less than
expected; or worse, the prospect of
running out of money.
So - wow – it’s a difficult choice!
But the great thing is that an annuity
and drawdown can be combined to
provide a solution for your pension;
and in practice, retirees who have
significant pension wealth tend
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to want something a little more
sophisticated than a one-size-fits-all
approach.

SHAKEN, NOT STIRRED
You can designate a pension partially
to annuity, partially to drawdown
(alongside the new option to withdraw
cash lump sums directly from the
pension fund) through a ‘blended’ or
‘cocktail’ solution.
A blended approach can meet
multiple objectives. For example, by
using an annuity to cover essential
outgoings (such as utility bills, Council
Tax and food), the rest of the pension
can stay invested to hopefully grow
and supplement longer-term goals.
If cash is required to fund one-off
expenses such as house repairs or
holidays, this can be accessed via a
drawdown facility, or by taking a lump
sum from the invested pension fund.
Don’t forget, the hugely improved
death benefit position allowing
pension pots (including funds in
drawdown) to be cascaded down
generations in a tax-efficient way
means you might need to balance the
need for income from an annuity with
the need to keep some back in the
pension pot for intended heirs.

SMOOTH MOVE
Another approach is to remain
invested (via drawdown if appropriate)
while there is still time to ride out
volatility, and go for an annuity later in
life. This ensures that if markets have
taken a tumble, you’re not locking
losses into an annuity. People who go
on to develop health issues later in life

Staying in
the same
investments
you had at
age 30 or
40 probably
isn’t the
right course
of action

may even qualify for an enhanced or
impaired life annuity, offering a better
rate than a conventional annuity.
Investing for income drawdown?
Think about your portfolio strategy:
s !NNUITY BUYERS OFTEN LOCK IN
investment gains well ahead of
crystallising their pension by
switching their fund into lowerrisk investments, to reduce the risk
of having to delay retirement or
accepting a lower fixed income. But
drawdown savers will want their fund
to continue to have market exposure.
s )F YOURE CHOOSING DRAWDOWN YOU
might not need the same wholesale
changes to your portfolio, but you
will need to review your investment
strategy. With drawdown you don’t
need to protect capital in the same
way that you would before buying an
annuity, but you do need to consider
switching your strategy to place more
emphasis on generating income rather
than capital growth. Staying in the
same investments you had at age 30
or 40 probably isn’t the right course
of action.
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LOOKING AHEAD

THE CONSTANT
PLANNER
With pension reforms ever
JOHUNPUNÄ]LMH]V\YP[LNYV\UK
rules remain

The value of an investment with
St. James’s Place will be directly linked to the
performance of the funds you select and the
value can therefore go down as well as up.
You may get back less than you invested.
The level of income from drawdown is
not guaranteed. You may need to reduce
your drawdown income in the future;
in particular if the performance of your
investments is lower than expected, or
you live to a greater age than originally
anticipated when you chose your initial
income level.

It’s almost a year since the biggest shake-up in UK pensions
in a generation, with greatly increased flexibility over when
– and how – benefits can be taken. And every Budget seems
to herald new changes or restrictions for savers to take into
account (see ‘Clear Perspective’, page 5).
So, against a constantly shifting backdrop, financial advice is
the key to making informed choices. The following five ideas
could be a good place to start for those who want to avoid
the traps, and better understand the opportunities in 2016.

1 Take advantage of tax relief while doubt remains over
its future
2 Use your available ‘annual allowance’ if you can
3 Be mindful of the ‘lifetime allowance’, even if you’re a
younger saver
4 Be smart when taking income
5 Stay on track for the retirement you want

WE’RE TALKING ABOUT…
Using your company’s profits to contribute to a pension
While it’s not common knowledge, it’s
certainly the case that people who own
limited businesses can pay a pension
contribution from the business for their own
ILULÄ[
Steve Moy, wealth management
consultant at St. James’s Place, suggests
[OH[PMHI\ZPULZZJHUHɈVYK[V\ZLZVTL
VM[OLWYVÄ[MVY[OLI\ZPULZZV^ULY»Z

WLYZVUHSILULÄ[[OLUHWLUZPVUPZH
perfectly legitimate destination for it. “View
the pension contribution as a business
expense,” he says.
By moving the cash into a pension, the
WYVÄ[ZVMHJVTWHU`JHUILYLK\JLK^OPJO
in turn can lower or eliminate
liability to Corporation
Tax. Moreover, pension

contributions avoid NICs and tax that would
be payable on dividends.
-YLLKVTZPU[YVK\JLKPU(WYPSTLHU
[OH[HWLUZPVUJHUILKYH^UÅL_PIS`MYVT
the age of 55. If you’re approaching, or
have passed, your 55th birthday, you’ll be
able to take the whole fund back and use
the cash as you wish (though this will,
of course, be subject to Income Tax).

DID YOU
KNOW… a
company’s profits
can be made to
work much harder
in a pension?

The levels and bases of taxation, and
reliefs from taxation, can change at
any time, and are dependent upon
individual circumstances.

www.wgcfp.co.uk
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ALL CHANGE

End of
the road
Cuts to pension tax allowances are
MVYJPUNLTWSV`LYZ[VYL[OPURILULÄ[
packages. Where to now?

*pwc.blogs.com, 23 December 2015

A

s we’ve seen, the annual
tax-free amount that
higher earners can pay
into their pension is now
restricted (from April 2016).
The current £40,000 annual
contributions limit will be reduced
by £1 for every £2 of ‘adjusted
income’ over £150,000. For those
earning over £210,000, the annual
contributions limit will not fall
below £10,000.
Adjusted income includes an
employee’s salary, the value of their
employer’s pension contributions,
and other non-employer-related
income. It’s certain that the changes
will affect some individuals on
lower salaries. Yet calculations by
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC),
however, suggest that anyone
earning over £90,000 a year could
potentially be affected.

Pension savings are subject to a
lifetime allowance, which places
an overall limit on pension wealth
– and this has been cut from £1.25
million to £1 million from April.
PwC’s survey of 130 companies
shows that the changes are proving
so problematic that over a quarter
of those the firms surveyed are
reviewing the role of pensions for all
their employees.

If you’re not sure about your own situation, or
how to protect senior employees from paying
unnecessary high tax, then we strongly
suggest you contact your Financial Adviser
for advice without delay. Tel: 0151 632 7100

SCHEME CLOSURES
Many companies that offer defined
contribution pension schemes are
currently considering their options,
while the changes are acting as a
further catalyst for the closure of
final salary schemes.
“The reduced annual allowance
means companies are going back
to the drawing board and looking
at how they reward higher earners,”

says Steve Moy, wealth management
consultant at St. James’s Place.
“We are already starting to see
employers offering to remunerate
staff in a different way by providing
cash allowances in lieu of employer
contributions,” he says.
Half of companies are in
discussions to offer cash as an
alternative to their affected
employees, while 42% are
considering restricting
contributions to prevent their
employees breaching the annual
allowance threshold.*

GOOD FOR YOUR WEALTH
Simon Treadwell has been
N\PKPUNMHTPSPLZÄYTZHUK
individuals through the
ÄUHUJPHSTHaLMVYTVYL
than 30 years. Whether it’s
helping with big decisions or
making small adjustments
to keep things ticking over, the work of a
wealth manager is never done…
:PUJLOLZ[HY[LK^VYRPUNPU[OLÄUHUJPHS
services sector in 1983, Simon has lived
through a gamut of changes in the industry,
as governments swung from side to side,
boom and bust took hold, new markets
emerged and a new credit crunch began to
bite then, eventually, to lose its grip.
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It has been a rollercoaster ride that’s for
Z\YL)\[MVYHZLHZVULK-PUHUJPHS(K]PZLY
SPRL:PTVURLLWPUNHÄUNLYVU[OLW\SZLPZ
all part of the job.
Simon came to Willson Grange Chartered
-PUHUJPHS7SHUULYZPUHZHZWLJPHSPZ[PU
wealth advice. He particularly enjoys helping
his clients to map out the best way forward
MVY[OLPYÄUHUJLZ^OL[OLY[OH[»Z[OYV\NOH
pension, an investment portfolio or coming
up with solutions to estate planning or other
family concerns.
¸;OLÄUHUJPHSSHUKZJHWLOHZJOHUNLK
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`^P[O[OLYLJLU[WLUZPVU
reforms, prolonged low interest rates and all
manner of tax changes,” says Simon. “That
means it has become as important as ever

that people are kept up to date, and they
make necessary adjustments to keep their
ÄUHUJLZHZOLHS[O`HZ[OL`JHUIL¹
Wealth management, says Simon, is
about looking at the whole of an individual’s
ÄUHUJPHSHɈHPYZHJYVZZ[OLIVHYK¶UV[Q\Z[
the issue that’s of most immediate concern.
¸4`QVIPZ[VÄUKV\[^OH[[OLJSPLU[
wants to achieve with their money, both now
and in the future. That means having a clear
understanding of their views about issues
such investing, spending, retirement and
estate planning.
¸>LJHU[OLUPKLU[PM`HU`ÄUHUJPHSNHWZ
or shortfalls that they need to consider
– these could be between income and
expenditure now or in the future, pension

www.wgcfp.co.uk

FINAL SALARY

HIGHS AND LOWS
High earners such as managers, GPs, civil
servants, academics, long-serving teachers and
ZLUPVYWVSPJLVMÄJLYZYPZRILPUNJH\NO[V\[I`H
complicated ruling on their pension contributions

F
Some companies are also
considering introducing alternative
saving vehicles, such as corporate
ISAs or flexible accrual, in order to
prevent employees breaching the
lower annual allowance.
The changes to the pension
allowances come at the same time
as auto-enrolment places extra
duties on business owners to enrol
their eligible staff into a suitable
workplace pension.
“In many cases, company directors
are having to advocate pension
saving through auto-enrolment,
while at the same time change how
they and their high earning staff save
for retirement,” says Steve.
The levels and bases of taxation and reliefs
from taxation can change at any time.
The value of any tax relief depends on
individual circumstances.

or insurance provision or seeing where
action is needed to bridge the gap
between aspiration and reality.
“People often need to change their
goals and aspirations as they go along.
They might have some substantial
changes in circumstances like a
marriage, divorce or inheritance. Or
they might just need to adjust current
patterns of behavior such as spending
and saving.
“Our review process is intended to act
as a catch-up with what has changed –
either in your own circumstances or in
[OLÄUHUJPHS^VYSKNLULYHSS`>LZLLP[
as an essential part of your journey
through life.”

www.wgcfp.co.uk

pension themselves, the action required is
rom April, the amount that can be
relatively simple: your total contributions
contributed to a pension each year
should always stay within your allowance.
will be gradually reduced when
(U`VUL^OVILULÄ[ZMYVTHULTWSV`LY
income exceeds £150,000. In basic
contribution has a potentially more
terms, the more you earn over this income
challenging scenario. If your overall
threshold, the weaker will be your ability to
pension contributions are greater than that
put funds into a pension.
permitted by the taper, then a discussion
The reform – known as the ‘annual
with your employer is needed.
allowance taper’ – is designed to ease
You need to decide whether to stop
the burden of tax relief being paid to
contributions or be remunerated in a
the wealthiest by the Exchequer. But it
KPɈLYLU[^H`MVYL_HTWSLHIPNNLYZHSHY`
shouldn’t be confused with the lifetime
in lieu of employer contributions.
allowance.
4LTILYZVMHÄUHSZHSHY`ZJOLTL
Both rein in the availability of tax relief.
have arguably the greatest challenge
But whereas the lifetime allowance is
of all. Most members don’t know how
an overall limit on pension wealth, the
much their ‘pension input amount’ is for
annual allowance is the most that can be
the year. And it’s far from simple to work
put away in a pension tax-free each year.
out accurately. A factor of 16
Contributions in excess of the
is applied to the promised
allowances don’t just lose tax
“The annual
pension at the start of the
relief on the way in; they
allowance is
year. Once adjusted for
themselves attract a tax
PUÅH[PVU[OLÄN\YLPZ
penalty.
currently £40,000
subtracted from the
The annual allowance
for most high-earning
is currently £40,000
individuals, but from 6 April equivalent closing
]HS\LTVU[OZSH[LY
for most high-earning
[OPZMPN\YL^PSSIL
This can then be used
individuals, but from 6
whittled away by £1 for
to compare against
(WYPS[OPZÄN\YL
L]LY`VMPUJVTL
the individual’s annual
will be whittled away by
over £150,000.”
allowance.
MVYL]LY`VMPUJVTL
Unused allowance from the
over £150,000. Mercifully, the
previous three years could counter
annual allowance will fall no further
any breach, but eventually an individual
than £10,000; which is the level for those
may run out of unused allowance,
LHYUPUNPUL_JLZZVM
thereby triggering a tax charge of 40% for
overpayment.
ADJUSTED INCOME
Therefore, anyone with a money
To add more twists to an already tangled
W\YJOHZLVYÄUHSZHSHY`WLUZPVU^OVLHYUZ
scenario, what will be tested against the
close to, or over, £100,000 a year should
annual allowance is ‘adjusted income’,
seek advice to determine how much can
which isn’t as simple as just ‘salary’.
ILW\[H^H`PUHWLUZPVU[H_LɉJPLU[S`
Adjusted income includes the value
If the annual allowance taper is an issue,
of employer pension contributions as
[OLU[OLYLJV\SKILV[OLY[H_LɉJPLU[
well as income from sources unrelated
ways to save for retirement.
to employment, such as savings and
property. It is estimated that those with
Q *HSS`V\Y>PSSZVU.YHUNL-PUHUJPHS
salaries of £90,000 or more could be
Adviser today for up-to-date advice.
HɈLJ[LK
Identifying who is in the ‘taper zone’ will
The levels and bases of taxation, and
be pretty complex, and advice is going to
reliefs from taxation, can change at any
be absolutely crucial to avoid unwanted
time and are dependent on individual
[H_IPSSZ-VYHU`VULJVU[YPI\[PUN[VH
circumstances.
KLÄULKJVU[YPI\[PVUTVUL`W\YJOHZL
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INSPIRATION
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Food

6\YSH[LZ[JSPLU[WYVÄSLPZ1HUL[)YPUR^VY[OOVTLLJVUVTPZ[HUK
YLJPWL^YP[LYZ\WYLTL1HUL[OHZ^VYRLK^P[OUVULI\[[OLILZ[
¶MYVTºJLSLI»JOLMZ1HTLZ4HY[PU.VYKVU9HTZH`HUK[OL/HPY`
Bikers to the Michelin Starred Daniel Galmiche and Raymond Blanc.
She has cooked for Formula One and World Rally racing teams, had
her own recipe collection published and is currently working on the
BBC’s Eat Well For Less…

W

Photos: Pollock Baguette by James Martin More Home Comforts (Quadrille Publishing).
Choc Orange Sponge by James Martin Home Comforts (Quadrille Publishing)

hether you believe in destiny
or not, there’s no doubt that
life, often, has a way of coming
up trumps. Certainly, new
Willson Grange client Janet Brinkworth has
had a well-starred career, but it’s all down to
years of hard graft and learning her craft to
absolute perfection.
As a school-leaver, Janet had artistic
aspirations. Her dream was to go art school
and pursue a creative career. The ‘art school’
part, sadly, didn’t happen, as she decided
to go out and into the wide world and earn
a living; but the ‘creative’ part very much
did, as she found her path leading down the
culinary art route.
Thirty-odd years later, and Janet’s
amazing CV as a top-notch home economist
reads like a Who’s Who? of household names.
From Michelin-Starred chefs to motorsports
legends, home economist Janet has worked
with the brightest and the best. Some things
are just meant to be.
Janet has certainly made her mark – her
skills in demand by the crème de la crème of
cookery, from French master Raymond
Blanc to restaurateur Marco Pierre White
and everyone’s favourite likely lad, James
Martin (and many more besides).
“I play with food for a living,” is how Janet
describes it. Though that barely gives justice
to her technical expertise and her ability to
juggle the intensive schedules that have been
a big part of the career she has enjoyed for
the past three decades.
Cool, calm and in control, Janet has been
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the oil that greases the machine of live and
non-live ‘TV chefery’ (to coin a phrase). Take
the BBC’s Saturday Kitchen, for example. Janet
was for years the magic maestro, working
invisibly beside the shows affable hosts –
Greg Wallace, Antony Worrall Thompson
and, most recently, James Martin – as they
moved seamlessly from one recipe to the
next, chatting to guests as they cooked.
So yes, when you think about it,
someone has to make sure they have all
the ingredients in the right place at the
right time… that the ovens are set to the
correct temperature for each dish… that
the worktops are cleared away and new
equipment set out ready for the next
take. And that someone is a thoroughly
organised, hard-working home economist
like Janet (who has probably done all the
shopping, too!).
Since Janet – and now James – have
moved on from the Saturday Kitchen, their
collaboration nonetheless continues. Sweet
(2015), Home Comforts with James Martin
(2015) and More Home Comforts (2016) are just
some recent projects they have worked on
together, including spin-off cookery books.
Janet’s role, as she describes it, is to master
the “mechanics” of each recipe – perfecting
the final versions, making sure they work,
that the instructions are clear and correct,
and that each one looks and tastes as good
as it possibly can, and exactly how James
wants it.
“Everything must always be perfect,” she
explains. “It’s my job to see that it is.”

LABOUR OF LOVE
In demand as a freelance, Janet’s latest
project is the BBC programme Eat Well For
Less (presented by Greg Wallace). It’s a real
home-coming for her as she isn’t just a
TV food professional, she’s passionate
about teaching people to enjoy cooking at
home… feeding their families well, often
on a tight budget.
“This, to me, is what the food business
is all about,” she says. “We’re teaching
people how to cook with confidence as well
as pleasure, how to use money wisely and
how to feed their families in a much
healthier way.
“It’s simple, really, but people just
don’t know it.”

TIME FOR CHANGE
-VY`LHYVSK1HUL[[OLQVIZOLSV]LZ
PZUV[¶HUKUL]LYOHZILLU¶UPUL[VÄ]L
She has spent years rising at 4.30 or 5am,
to be on location or on set for an early
morning start. She could be driving
home in the evening, or working through
the night at home, as her next book
deadline looms.
She does, however, still genuinely enjoy
what she does.
Recently, Janet and her husband
Michael took the decision to move away
from the mad rush of inner and outer
London. Moving from Middlesex to a small
rural village in Buckinghamshire, they are
ÄUKPUNHUL^WHJLVMSPMLHUKHSV]LS`
new environment to bring up their young
daughter Eliie, who’s nearly six.
The move has released valuable
funds, enabling Michael to start up a new
business that he runs from home. Centred
around his passion for classic cars and
watches of the 1980s and 1990s, his
company – The Iconic Car & Watch Co.
(iconiccarsandwatches.com) – showcases
and sells heritage pieces to fellow
enthusiasts and collectors.
While arranging their mortgage, Janet
and Michael were recommended to meet

^P[O+H]PK-VYZ[LY-PUHUJPHS(K]PZLYH[
Willson Grange Limited. David has helped
the busy couple to ‘regroup’ and take a
MYLZOSVVRH[[OLPYÄUHUJPHSZP[\H[PVU
“There were things we knew we needed
to look at when we moved,” says Janet.
¸>L»KILLUOVSKPUNP[VɈMVY`LHYZI\[
knew it was time to bite the bullet.
“David gave us sound advice on what
to do with my pension that I’d had from
T`ÄYZ[QVIHZHWYVK\J[KL]LSVWLYH[
4 :-VVKOLHS[OPUZ\YHUJLHUKNLULYHS
investment policies for Ellie.
“Bearing in mind I’m an older mum, it
was important that we get things in place
for her, and knowing we’ll have something
[VYL[PYLVUPU`LHYZ»[PTL
“It’s been a good experience. David has
told us what all our options are. Having
someone who understands that things are
not always at the forefront of our minds
is a great reassurance. So when anything
needs to be looked at again, and reviewed,
he will prompt us when the time comes.
“The move was for all of us – to build
up business and have a better work/
life balance, and we feel so much more
JVUÄKLU[RUV^PUNV\YTVUL`PZUV^^P[O
a company like St. James’s Place.”

I T ’ S G O O D T O TA L K
Ř.HHSLQJWUDFNRI\RXUƂQDQFHVUHJXODUO\FRXOGKHOS\RXPDNHWKHPRVWRI\RXUPRQH\DQG
ultimately make a considerable difference to your future.
Ř,I\RXZRXOGOLNHPRUHLQIRUPDWLRQDERXWRXUVHUYLFHVRUZRXOGOLNHWRDUUDQJHDIDFHWRIDFH
UHYLHZZLWKDVSHFLDOLVW)LQDQFLDO$GYLVHUFDOO:LOOVRQ*UDQJH&KDUWHUHG)LQDQFLDO3ODQQHUV
today. Tel: 0151 632 7100.
www.wgcfp.co.uk
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SPRING CLEAN

Health wealth

Something’s twitching; the world is coming to life. Hooray for the spring!
Now we can turn our back on those dreary, damp days and turn our face
to the sun with a little spring-like optimism. There’s nothing like it. So as
the clocks go forward, if we can also switch our mind to spring mode, we
can really lighten the load… not just by improving our physical wellbeing,
but by enhancing our mood as well.

TIDY HOME,
TIDY MIND
Who doesn’t love to see the drudge of winter
fade away, as spring, and our glorious sun,
reappear? We’ve waited for it for so long, and
we’re more than ready.
Trouble is, once the sunlight starts to glint
through the window, we get a much clearer
view of how much grime and dust we’ve
accumulated, unnoticed or ignored, through
the February gloom.
But not to worry. The light and warmth
of the new season also has the effect of
renewing our vigour and our optimism…
meaning, we’re more likely to be energised
into clearing away our clutter and refreshing
our nest. It’s an instinct that we can all
know and recognise. So it’s almost
a surprise to see new approaches
The Lifeto cleaning and decluttering,
changing Magic
becoming a worldwide
of Tidying Up by
phenomenon in the way that
Marie Kondo is
the ‘KonMari’ Method has.
published by Ebury newspaper and journal worth
You’re bound to have heard
its salt – from The Wall Street
Publishing
of it.
Journal to The Sunday Times – has
Advocated by young Japanese
seen its columnists “Kondo-ing”
business consultant Marie Kondo in
and, quite literally, seeing the light.
her internationally best-selling book The LifeMore than the practical know-how,
changing Magic of Tidying Up, KonMari sets out
however, it’s the philosophy behind KonMari
a step-by-step system of tidying the spaces
that has really captured the world’s attention.
in which we live and work. On the practical
Much like the traditional Japanese kimonoside, author Marie Kondo shows how we can
folding ceremony, KonMari is based on
better order and organise our possessions
age-old Japanese values of “mindfulness”,
– folding, rolling and arranging clothes in a
“introspection” and “optimism” – the spirit of
vertical fashion in drawers, so that everything Zen. It’s captivatingly simple and meditative,
is visible as the drawer is opened; or
and that’s the real point.
categorising clothes hanging in the wardrobe,
A way of clearing our minds as well as our
keeping like with like, and working from left
surroundings, KonMari is about taking time
to right, with darker, heavier clothing kept to
to make good choices, dispelling the negative
the left.
influences on our lives. And once you have
It’s hardly earth-shattering news. But it is,
embraced the methodology, you’ll be able
by all accounts, extremely effective as every
to move forward with your life without
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the mess that’s physically, mentally and
spiritually holding you back.

LOSE THE GUILT
Kondo, who was last year named in TIME
Magazine’s annual list of the 100 most
influential people in the world, tells us not to
feel guilty about discarding unused objects or
unwanted gifts.
Objects should be “acknowledged for their
service and thanked before being discarded if
they no longer spark joy”.
It’s liberating, and, yes, even “lifechanging”, as Kondo emphasises.
…. Now, what’s stopping you? Simply
stroke them, thank them, and take Aunty Vi’s
beloved brasses STRAIGHT down to the
charity shop for someone else to love.
No more guilt. No more polishing. No
looking back!

www.wgcfp.co.uk

CLEAN AND LEAN

5

LOSING
YOUR FIZZ

:V\YJL!<5-VVK (NYPJ\S[\YL6YNHUPZH[PVUSH[LZ[H]HPSHISLÄN\YLZ

O

ne of the real revelations of the Spring
Budget (and a very welcome one for many
parents) was the plan to introduce a tax on
companies producing and importing sugarsweetened drinks in a bid to reduce childhood
obesity. It’s set for 2018, so there’s time for the
heavyweight companies to get their act together
for everyone’s sake. Obesity and related illnesses
such as Type 2 diabetes and heart disease today
cost the NHS over £5 billion a year, while the
UK has the highest rate of obesity of any major
European country, at almost 25% of the adult
population*. It’s certainly now very much in
evidence that refined sugar, found in nearly all
commercially processed foods, has the potential
to wreak havoc with our well-being and
longer-term health.

THE ENEMY WITHIN
According to nutritionist and author Thorbjörg
Hafsteinsdottir – in her book Ten Years Younger
in 10 Weeks (published by Pine Tribe, £5.99) –
refined sugars and our “dependency” on them,
can lead to all manner of problems. These range
from fatigue to joint pain, insomnia, depression
and digestive problems. Sugar is now also well
documented as being a major player in one of the
world’s most common lifestyle diseases:
Type 2 diabetes.
And yet, having a sweet tooth isn’t a product
of our modern-day lifestyle. It goes back to
prehistory, Thorbjörg explains, when, as huntergatherers, we would gorge on the sweet things –

berries, roots rich with natural sugars and honey
– when we came across them. Our bodies would
convert the natural sugars to energy, and any
unused energy would be stored as fat to help us
through the lean winter months.
It’s a completely natural, commonsense
process. However, in modern times this
“gorging” has become more of a daily ritual than
one that occurs every once in a while. And that’s
really our problem. Processed foods in the 21st
century are so laden with sugar (and most of it
not natural sugar) we have become used to it and
unwittingly addicted.
So what happens? Like the cavemen, we
store it away as fat, but unlike them, we don’t
have a long, lean gap before the next ‘feed’…
and so more and more fat builds up in our
bodies, giving us the dreaded muffin tops. More
dangerously, it collects around our vital organs,
where it begins to do us harm.
Fat cells, then, are more than a nuisance to our
appearance. They aggravate the immune system,
which fights back – causing inflammation,
joint and muscle pain, headaches, stiffness and
premature ageing. But it can also mess up our
bodily functions, causing insulin resistance,
which leads to Type 2 diabetes.
Sugar, Thorbjörg tells us, is converted into
saturated fat and LDL cholesterol, which is the
‘bad’ type, in the liver.
“You’ve probably read that fat is the main
cause of bad cholesterol. In reality, sugar is the
real villain.”

REAL CHOCOLATE – THE RAW TRUTH
We’re not suggesting you give up the
Z^LL[Z[\ɈHS[VNL[OLY¶`V\»YLVUS`O\THU
The good news is that chocolate – REAL (not
processed) chocolate – can actually be good
for you.
We’re talking ‘cacao’ – the bean from the
pod of the theobroma cacao tree (literally
[YHUZSH[LZHZº-VVKVM[OL.VKZ»0U
its raw, utterly delicious, form,
it’s quite the superfood,
packed with polyphenol
anti-ageing compounds
and mildly stimulating

www.wgcfp.co.uk

alkaloids such as theobromine. It also
contains the mineral magnesium and the
amino acid tryptophan, which converts into
the “happy hormone” serotonin.
Raw cacao powder or nibs blends
beautifully with dates or bananas – mash into
organic coconut cream or almond milk and
add a few vanilla seeds for a heavenly
dessert or healthy shake.
There really is nothing
quite so lovely to give
both mind and body a
boost.

WAYS TO
BEAT THE
SUGAR
RUSH

1

Cut out processed
foods from your diet.
Instead of bought cakes
and ready meals, cook your
own dishes from scratch
using the best, most natural
PUNYLKPLU[Z`V\JHUÄUK

2

Turn to root veg. Root
vegetables – sweet
potatoes, carrots,
beetroot, celeriac, turnips,
parsnips, swedes, onions
and garlic – contain waterZVS\ISLÄIYLZ[OH[RLLW`V\Y
blood sugar under control.

3

Take your pulses.
Chickpeas, kidney
beans, cannellini beans,
butter beans, black-eyed
beans, adzuki beans and
lentils all contain waterZVS\ISLÄIYLZ[OH[OHUNVU[V
the ‘tail’ of the blood sugar
and hold it back so it doesn’t
rush ahead, causing a sugar
overload and insulin
response.

4

Become a fruit
HÄJPVUHKV Any fruit,
from exotic
pomegranates and
pineapples, watermelons and
mangos, to dried fruits or
fresh and frozen berries, are
the best ways to satisfy your
sweet cravings. How about
mixing them up in a beautiful
fruit salad, topped with raw
honey or raw agave nectar?

5

Swap your white rice
and pasta… for
ÄIYLYPJOIYV^UYPJL
barley, quinoa, millet,
wholemeal buckwheat,
buckwheat noodles or
gluten-free oats.
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ESCAPE

Had enough of our wet, miserable winters? With the
MLHYVMÅVVKZZ[PSSZ[\JRPUV\YTPUKZ^OVJV\SKISHTL
you if you were thinking of locking up and heading off
to the Med for some quality time? Tempted to make it
WLYTHULU[&1\Z[THRLZ\YL`V\RUV^`V\YMHJ[Z
when it comes to tax and residency matters…

H

ow many of you are
currently thinking of buying
a holiday home, retiring or
even relocating your family
and/or work to sunnier climes? These
days, with good financial planning
and awareness of the pros and cons
of living and settling in a foreign
country, there appear to be more Brits
on the move than ever before.
It’s exciting, of course, and the
benefits of a more relaxed pace of life,
or simply a change of scene when
you work from home, will often
outweigh any negatives. The months
leading up to departure, though, can
be extremely fraught. Finding your
dream location – that’s the easy (and
highly pleasurable) part. After that,
the necessaries, such as arranging
visas and booking a suitable removal
firm, will take on a higher profile…
and these are just some of the issues
you’re likely to encounter. It’s vital,
therefore, that you familiarise yourself
with the finer details – not least the
tax consequences of leaving the UK
(which can be extremely complex)
and take appropriate professional
advice.
So what are the tax considerations
of living, or spending significant
time, abroad? You will have to tell
HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC)
about your residence status, and
this normally will be done as part
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of your tax return submission. Your
residence status must be determined
separately for each tax year. So even if
you’re treated as remaining resident
in the UK after going abroad, it may
be possible to change your status in
subsequent years.
There are 3 aspects to the statutory
residence tests: The starting point is
whether you are
1) automatically non-resident.
When you stay in the UK for
fewer than 16 days during the tax
year, or when you leave the UK to
work full time abroad, you will be
automatically treated as non-resident
in the UK. (You are allowed to visit
the UK for up to 90 days each year, of
which 30 can be days when you are
working.)
2) automatically resident. When
you stay in the UK for 183 days or
more during the tax year, or when
your only home is in the UK, you will
still be treated as resident in the UK.
(Very broadly, you must have that
home for a period of more than 90
days, and must live there for 30 days
during the tax year.)
If neither of the automatic tests
above apply, then
3) your residence status for a
particular tax year will be determined
by what is known as ‘the sufficient UK
ties test’. The more days you spend
in the UK during a tax year, the less
number of UK ties you are permitted

before being treated as resident.
With careful planning, you can
become non-resident when you move
abroad. If you have UK ties – such
as a house in the UK – then it is easy
to establish how many days you can
safely stay in the UK each tax year.
If you need to be in the UK for a set
number of days each year, then you
will know if you have to reduce your
number of UK ties – maybe selling
your UK house or reducing the
amount of time you work here.

WORKING ABROAD

If you remain UK resident despite
going abroad, you’ll pay income
tax on all your income whether it
arises in the UK or overseas. If you’re
employed, for example, you will
pay income tax regardless of where
your duties are carried out. If you are
UK resident, then you will pay UK
capital gains tax (CGT) on gains from
disposing of your assets wherever
they are situated in the world.
The general rule if you become
non-resident is that you’ll pay tax on
your UK income but won’t normally
be liable to UK tax on your overseas
income. So if you’re employed, you
won’t pay UK tax for your earnings
on duties performed abroad. Earnings
for duties performed in the UK will
remain taxable unless they’re only
incidental to the overseas duties.
It’s possible that some of your
income could be taxable in the UK
and also taxable in the country
you have moved to. The worstcase scenario, however, is that you
will effectively end up paying just
the higher of the UK tax or the tax
charged abroad. It’s important that
you take local advice when moving
abroad, and understand the tax rules
that apply in the country you’ll be
living in.
The tax treatment doesn’t change
if you’re only temporarily nonresident, that is, where you are away
for a period of five years or less. But
be warned that tax may be payable in
your new country of residence, and
this could be higher than the capital
gains tax that would have been paid
in the UK.

The more
days you
spend in the
UK during a
INHERITANCE TAX
tax year, the
Unlike income tax and capital gains
less number tax, the determining factor with
of UK ties you inheritance tax (IHT) is your domicile.
are permitted Your domicile is basically the country
regarded as your natural or
before being that’s
permanent home. You can only have
treated as
ONE domicile, which is normally
resident
(but not always) the country of your
www.wgcfp.co.uk

BLUE-SKIES THINKING
birth. You can change your domicile,
but usually with some difficulty. And
even if you do manage to change your
UK domicile, for IHT purposes you’ll
be deemed to still be UK domiciled
for a further three years.

BANK ACCOUNTS
Even if you’re moving abroad
permanently, until you’re well settled
in your new homeland, you should
consider keeping a UK bank account
open and keep at least one credit card,
because in some countries it can be
difficult to borrow before you have an
established credit history there.
It’s also worth considering opening
a local currency bank account in the
country you move to, and opening
an offshore bank account in a well
regulated offshore centre. The latter
can provide tax breaks by paying
interest gross, and may offer 24-hour
internet banking, multi-currency
facilities and mortgages.

ON-GOING FINANCIAL
PLANNING
Becoming an expatriate will also
provide you with access to a range
of tax-efficient financial planning
opportunities such as offshore
pensions and investment bonds. But
these should be considered alongside
advice from your Willson Grange
professional Financial Adviser to
ensure that you pay due attention
to currency and taxation issues, and
achieve an appropriate level of risk,
diversification and flexibility.
Please note that this is based
on our current understanding of
taxation law and may change in the
future.
s -OVING ABROAD IS A PARTICULARLY
complicated area where specialist help is
essential. If you need advice on the financial
implications of your move, don’t hesitate
to speak to your Willson Grange Financial
Adviser today. Bon voyage!

LOVE AND PROTECT
Thinking ahead about your family’s future? The Asset
Preservation Trust is the perfect way to shield your
loved ones from those onerous inheritance tax liabilities

M

ost of us hope that our wealth will
be available to be enjoyed by our
family when we are gone. The assets
we think most about protecting are savings,
property and possessions, but we don’t always
think about what would happen to other, less
obvious, benefits in the event of our death.
Sadly, factors outside your control might
mean that proceeds of these are collected
by the taxman or claimed by unintended
beneficiaries. So it’s definitely worth
considering an Asset Preservation Trust.
If you’re in employment, there is a good
chance that your employer has some form of
pension scheme established for your benefit.
While this is chiefly designed to provide a
pension in your retirement, company schemes
can also offer valuable death-in-service
benefits, should you die before retirement.
These benefits are separate from the accrued
pension that you pass on, and typically
amount to three or four times your salary at
the time of death.
For obvious reasons, you may have chosen
for such benefits to be paid to your surviving
spouse, civil partner or partner; consequently,
the benefit is not treated as an asset of your
estate. However, once the benefit has been
paid to the survivor, it becomes an asset of
that person’s estate. When that survivor dies,
it could potentially create (or increase) an
Inheritance Tax (IHT) liability of 40%.
This is where an Asset Preservation Trust
(APT) can play a key role. An APT can hold the
death-in-service benefit outside the survivor’s
estate for the purposes of IHT, whilst the
survivor can still access the funds. Moreover,
the trust can be drafted with power to loan
monies to the survivor. Not only does this
mean the survivor has full use of the funds to
invest or spend as desired, but the income or
capital can create a debt on that person’s estate

and further reduce the value of their own estate
for IHT purposes.
There are numerous other advantages to
setting up an APT.
Q Means testing for assessing long-term care
provision is one. Because the assets in the trust
are not directly owned by your beneficiaries,
your local authority will be unable to attribute
the value of the trust fund as their asset.
Q An APT can also prevent your spouse or
partner from passing the money onto others
who you might not necessarily have chosen to
benefit.

KEEP IT IN THE FAMILY
Without an APT, if your spouse remarries after
you die, your own children may be excluded
from benefiting from these funds. A trustee
for the APT will need to be selected at the
outset and can be anyone you choose. If you
have reasons not to select family members or
friends as trustees, then professional trustees
– who are not led by personal involvement
and will therefore remain impartial – can be
specified when the trust is set up.

CLOUDING OVER
As far as the accrued pension wealth is
concerned, the case for including it in an APT
is far less clear-cut. New freedoms have allowed
pensions to be cascaded through several
generations – tax-free in many circumstances.
Whether this means placing your pension in an
APT would be beneficial or detrimental should
be explored with the help of a financial adviser.
What is clear, however, is that your
expression of wish form – used to nominate
who you would like to receive your pension in
the event of your death – should be reviewed
to make sure your money is headed to the right
destinations, minimising the tax burden in the
process.

PA S S I N G I T O N
Estate planning is about minimising IHT and ensuring your wishes
are followed. Ensuring savings and investments are placed in trust
is an important part of estate planning, but clearly this can extend to
WYV[LJ[PUNV[OLYILULÄ[Z:L[[PUN\WHWWYVWYPH[L[Y\Z[ZHUKHYYHUNPUN
ÄUHUJPHSHɈHPYZPZUV[Z[YHPNO[MVY^HYK"P[PZ[OLYLMVYL]P[HS[VNL[
ÄUHUJPHSHK]PJL
¸,]LY`VULZOV\SK[HSR^P[OH-PUHUJPHS(K]PZLYHIV\[THRPUNZ\YL
HSSHZZL[ZHUKILULÄ[ZHYLOLSK[H_LɉJPLU[S`HUKNV[V[OLPU[LUKLK
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are paid free of IHT, but often it is merely a deferral.
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“Perhaps you want protection from IHT payable on the death of
`V\YPU[LUKLKILULÄJPHY`VYMYVTJSHPTZI`V[OLYZZ\JOHZIHURZHUK
former family members. Or perhaps you simply want to ensure that
[OLILULÄ[ZNV[V[OLYPNO[WLVWSLH[[OLYPNO[[PTL
“Either way, an APT could well be the best solution.”
K'@LMNO'>PQ?R9QSS='9LSS@NO'GP?OGQ'5LO?OTL?S'?RUL@QP
Please note that trusts are not regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority.
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SOUNDS LIKE A PLAN

BUILT TO LAST

You’ve built up your business through your own hard graft; now
let your business premises help you build a bigger pension fund

P

ensions, indisputably, have
a powerful tax advantage,
but if you’re a director or
owner of a small business,
the company’s assets could help you
generate a bigger pension fund faster.
The boost is achieved by holding
your business premises within
a pension wrapper. Once those
premises (including any commercial
or agricultural land) are ‘owned’ by
the pension, they can be leased back
to the business and, significantly, rent
paid by the business can go directly
into your pension pot.
According to Steve Moy, wealth
management consultant at St. James’s
Place, there are big advantages.
“Rent paid into the pension is free
of Income Tax, and there’s no tax on
capital gains when it’s time to sell up.”
The tax breaks mean that business
owners can build their retirement
nest eggs quicker, especially if taxrelievable contributions are made
from income.

YOUR PROPERTY
The commercial property market
has been performing well over the
past few years, owing to improving
economic conditions and low
interest rates.
As demand has increased, we’ve
seen rents and valuations rise.
“Although prices may have peaked,
fundamentals remain strong,”
says Moy.
Of course, good performance
shouldn’t be seen as a guide to the
future, since there will be years when
property falls in value.
Putting capital gains to one side,
it may be that the decision to move
property into a pension wrapper is
validated by the combination of tax
benefits and new pension freedoms;
these include the availability of
uncapped income from age 55 and
the possibility of mitigating death
taxes altogether.

SAFETY WARNING
Only a self-invested personal pension
(SIPP) and a small self-administered
scheme (SSAS) can hold commercial

property. Many business owners will
not have sufficient funds to buy their
premises outright, so they can face
the challenge of borrowing money
to acquire the property. The rules
allow investors to borrow up to
50% of the value of their pension
pot to fund the purchase.
Once everything is established,
there’s also the task of making
sure that rental income is invested
appropriately.
“It’s probably not the wisest move
to let cash accumulate in the fund
when you consider the derisory rates
of interest on offer versus the longerterm potential of a typical balanced
portfolio of investments,” says Moy.
Remember also that property tends
to be illiquid when compared to other
investments. It could take months,
or even years, to sell the premises at
the right price – the market might be
down at just the moment you want
to sell.
These are just some of the reasons
that directors and owners of small
businesses should seek advice from a
specialist before taking action.

RESTRICTED ACCESS
One increasing challenge is the
introduction of a reduced lifetime
allowance of £1 million this April.
Anyone holding substantial wealth in
a pension needs to monitor its value,
as savings above £1 million will be
taxed at 55% in 2016.
If the lifetime allowance becomes
an issue in the future, business
owners could consider taking their

Once
everything is
established,
there’s also
the task of
making sure
that rental
income is
invested
appropriately

pension benefits earlier, sell the
property and invest in an asset
further down the risk scale, or accept
the tax implications. But monitoring
the situation with your Financial
Adviser is imperative to achieving
the best outcome and mitigating
unnecessary tax.
The value of an investment with St. James’s
Place will be directly linked to the
performance of the funds you select and the
value can therefore go down as well as up.
You may get back less than you invested.
A SIPP tends to have higher costs than a
standard pension and active management
is essential to maximise the benefits of
the wider investment choice on offer. For
these reasons, they will not be suitable for
everybody and generally only those who
are fairly experienced at actively managing
their investment should consider this type
of investment.
The levels and bases of taxation, and
reliefs from taxation, can change at any
time. The value of any tax relief depends on
individual circumstances.
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